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Abstract—Navigating through underground environment poses
significant challenges in robotics, as the system is required
to navigate through tight/confined spaces, across clutter and
rough terrains. Inspired by the versatility in biological snakes,
this paper presents a work in progress to develop learningbased control and motion planner for a soft snake robot to
navigate through various terrains. A soft snake robot has inherent
compliance, which enables it to go through narrow passageways
and safely interact with the environment. The paper discusses two
components to enable autonomous navigation with snake robots:
a sample-efficient model-based reinforcement learning algorithm
that allows the snake robot to learn the optimal policy in the
situated uncertain environment, and a physics simulation of the
snake robot to enable learning with both simulation and realworld data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nobody wants stranded robots. In fact, one of the difficulties
in underground exploration is mobility. Due to the general
non-smoothness on the ground of natural caves or disaster
sites, a wheeled robot won’t really go too far before a
breakdown or getting stuck. While UAVs may be fit for some
of the spaces being explored, caves with narrow passages will
be challenging for any rigid robot to navigate. Inspired by
nature, soft robot snakes offers capabilities to adapt to narrow
or complex passages [7], and use the obstacles to aid its
navigation, for example push itself forward against a wall.
However, autonomous navigation with soft robotics systems is challenging. Due to their difficult-to-model dynamics, results from purely model-based planning and control
approaches may not provide desirable performance. Besides,
due to the innate uncertainty and interacting with rough and
uneven terrains, the dynamics of the system is subject to
noise that may not be considered as additive white noises.
To this end, learning-based control, particularly Reinforcement
Learning (RL), is promising for this application. However, RL
generally requires a large number of samples to achieve an
optimal policy capable of autonomous navigation in uncertain
environments. Acquiring such a large set of samples is unlikely
to be feasible for a physical system. The constant actuation of
the soft bodies causes wear, and as a consequence, the soft
snake robot wouldn’t be able to withstand an extended period
of training.
To this end, we propose two critical components to enable

Fig. 1. single Snake soft link prototype. The curvature sensor is installed in
the center between the two chambers. [7]

using RL for soft snake robot autonomous navigation. We
propose a new model-based RL with Probably Approximately
Correct (PAC) guarantees on convergence [8] to further reduce the sample complexity by exploiting the similarities
between states. For example, in subterranean exploration,
the workspace may be categorized into different terrains,
depending on its effect for snake locomotion. We’ve chosen
model-based [9] RL because not only it inherently requires less
samples than model-free RL, but it also constructs a reusable
model of the environment for different tasks. Second, we will
build an environment in a physics simulator to pre-train the
robot, and subsequently deploy it in the real environment to
finish the training and adapt to the real world.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes how
the robotic snake is built and controlled. Section III contains
the definition for the State Clustering Rmax (SC-Rmax) algorithm. Section IV describes what is already available from
the framework, work currently in progress and discuss future
work.
II. S OFT ROBOTIC S NAKE
We designed a bidirectional soft bending actuation module
with integrated proprioceptive curvature sensing [7]. This
module can be seen in Fig. 1. Our custom magnetic curvature sensor utilizes a magnet and a Hall Effect sensor each

and propel the snake forward. These parameters are tuned to
the snake, and set the base undular motion. By changing the
offset φ, applied to all links, the controller will favor inflating
one chamber side over the other, making the snake’s center of
mass move with a curvature radius determined by this offset,
and the Amplitude limits the maximum duty cycle during the
oscillation, therefore controlling the snake’s speed.
µi = Clamp < −1, 1 > (sin(ωt + αi) + φ)A

Fig. 2.

Full assembly of the robotic snake with four links

mounted on a flexible circuit board [7]. The Hall Effect
sensor can measure changes in the magnetic field as the
position of the magnet changes due to the deformation of the
substrate, enabling accurate measurement of the curvature of
the system. Our soft bending actuator is comprised of two
soft linear muscles and an inextensible constraint layer in
between. The individual linear actuators are made of tubes
of silicone rubber with engineered cross sections wrapped in
inextensible thread, which causes them to extend with minimal
radial deformation when pressurized. The constraint layer,
with a custom integrated curvature sensor, inhibits this linear
extension, resulting in the bending of the entire soft module
away from the pressurized actuator. Caps are attached to both
ends of the actuator to seal the chambers and allow for modular
connections with other segments. The caps are made of two
acrylic boards sandwiching the rim of the silicone tube to
prevent leaking. The actuator is driven by two 3-2 (3-port,
2-state) binary solenoid valves, each connecting one pressure
chamber to a common 8 psi (55 kPa) pressure source. The
pressure value was chosen because it is the highest value the
actuators can withstand continuously. The valves can either
inflate or deflate a given actuator chamber. We control the
pressure in each chamber using a 60 Hz PWM of the valves.
We set the valves to operate in complete antagonism, so
when one chamber is inflating the other is always deflating.
Thus, we can reduce the number of required inputs to one,
corresponding to the single (active) degree of freedom (DOF)
of the bending actuator.
Then, the snake assembly is currently made with four links
attached together, as seen in Fig. 2. The undulating motion that
propels the snake is given by the control equation 1, which
outputs the PWM duty cycle for the link i. If µi is positive,
the link will inflate one chamber of the link, while if µi is
negative, it will inflate the other. The control parameters ω, α,
φ, and A are the base oscillation frequency, measured in Hz,
the phase delay between links (radians), the offset value for
the motion ([−1, 1] scalar), and the oscillation amplitude ([0, 1]
scalar), respectively. The oscillation frequency dictates how
fast the actuators will switch direction, and the phase delay
between links is what generates the wave pattern on the robot

(1)

Modeling the navigation of soft snake robot as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP): The robot dynamics provide a
model of the expected motion for the soft snake. However,
there are several variables that are not under our control,
such as as ground friction and slope, or inconsistency and
imperfections on the robot manufacturing and actuation. These
uncontrollable factors may cause the expected motion to deviate from the real behavior. This imprecision can be modeled
as a probability of achieving the desired goal state, and the
new pose only depends on the current state of the system.
Therefore, the robot dynamics can be modeled as an MDP [9].
The state space would be the robot’s sensors information, such
as current pose, velocities. Although the action space could be
defined directly as the desired air pressure on each chamber,
it would mean the policy would have to learn the gait for the
snake under the MDP, and also the action space would increase
together with the number of links on the snake. Instead, the
action space is defined as a set of motion primitives set by the
gait parameters - Oscillation amplitude and offset. By selecting
these parameters, the gait controller will set the chambers
pressure accordingly using the model described in Eq. 1.
III. S TATE -C LUSTERING PAC-MDP
Notations: For a given set X, we denote by D(X) the set
of probabilistic distributions with the support X.
We propose to use relocation action model (RAM) [6] to
describe a stochastic system modeled as an MDP. The RAM
has the following components:
• S: Finite set of states
• A: Finite set of actions
• P : S × A → D(S): Transition Probability function
• β : S → K is the state-clustering function, where
K = {1, . . . , K} is a finite set of K clusters/types. The
function β maps each state to a cluster.
• O = {1, . . . , H} is a set of H different outcomes.
• {Tk : A → D(O)}k∈K is the cluster-dependent action
model, that generates the probability distribution of possible outcomes of a given action in a state-independent
representation.
• η : S × O → S is the next-state function. It takes a state
and an outcome and provides the resulting next state.
• ζ : S × S → O is the reverse operation of η, where given
an initial and a final state, it computes the outcome. ζ
can be seen as the outcome mapping function of η.
The RAM is used to abstract the dynamics of soft snake
robots in its interaction with the uncertain environment. Here,

the type can refer to different terrain conditions, which affect the probabilistic outcomes of motion primitives used by
the snake robot. For simplicity, we partition the bounded
workspace of the robot to construct a finite set of states, and
also abstract the infinite and continuous input spaces for the
snake robot into a finite set of motion primitives. It is assumed
that the robot does not know the terran type of each state
and needs to learn this information from the interaction data.
Formally, we aim to solve the following problem:
Problem 1. Given a MDP M = (S, A, P, r, ρ0 , γ) with
unknown transition function P and it is known that it can be
represented with a RAM (β, O, {Tk }k∈K , η). Without knowing
β and {Tk }k∈K , design a Probably Approximately Correct
MDP (PAC-MDP) [8] learner that outputs a policy π : S →
D(A) with probability at least 1−δ that for any state s, the Tstep state value of policy π is -close to the optimal state value
in M , and the sample, space and time complexity required for
this algorithm is less than some polynomial in the relevant
quantities (K, |A|, 1/, T, 1/δ).

A. Simultaneous state-clustering and learning
To learn simultaneously the state clustering function β, the
transition probability function P , and the cluster-dependent
action model {Tk }, we propose an expectation-maximization
(EM) formulation in recent work [3]. In this section, we briefly
describe the high-level idea of the algorithm and relate it to
the problem with autonomous navigation of soft snake robots.
Data: We assume perfect observation of state and action
outcomes and discuss how such assumptions can be relaxed
or supported. Let D = {di : (si , ai , s0i )}N
i=1 be a finite set
of N observed transitions in the MDP. Let Da = {di ∈ D |
ai = a} and Ds = {di ∈ D | si = s} be the subsets in
D that correspond transitions where action a was chosen, and
the subset of transitions taken from state s. Using the mapping
function ζ, we have the following equivalent representation of
a data point d = (s, a, s0 ) ≡ (s, a, ζ(s, s0 )) = (s, a, o). Then,
we estimate the state-clustering function β and the clusterdependent action model {Tk }k∈K .
We assume that β follows a multi-variate gaussian ditribution N (µka , Σka ), with mean and covariance matrices defined
in the space K × A. Note that the covariance matrix Σka
is diagonal because the outcomes from different trials are
independently distributed. Let βsk be the estimator of the
probability that the selected state s belongs to cluster k.
Let Θ = {(µka , Σka ) | k ∈ K, a ∈ A} be the collection
of parameters of Gaussian distributions for all cluster-action
pairs. Then, the MDP Transition probability is defined as

P (s0 |s, a; Θ) =

K
X
k=1

βsk N (o|µka , Σka ) .

(2)

From Bayes’ Theorem,
λ(d, k) = P (k|o, s, a) =

p(k|s)p(o|s, k, a)
=
p(o|s, a)
βsk N (o|µka , Σka )
PK
j=1 βsj N (o|µja , Σja )

(3)

where λ(d, k) can be interpreted as the probability of a given
data point d having been generated at cluster k.
The EM algorithm [2] then learns the mixing coefficients
β and the parameters Θ by maximizing the log likelihood of
the observed transitions.
(
)
X
X
ln p(D|Θ, β) =
ln
βsk N (o|µka , Σka )
(4)
d∈D

k∈K

The EM then follows an iterative process:
1) Initialize the parameters Θ and mixing coefficients β
(e.g., using uniform distributions), and evaluate the
initial value of the log likelihood.
2) E-step: Evaluate the responsibilities λ and β of each data
point using the current parameter values Θ.
3) M-step: Estimate the parameters Θ using the Maximum
Likelihood Estimator (MLE), using β and λ obtained in
E-step.
4) Compute log likelihood again and compare it with
previously computed likelihood. Stop If their difference
is below a given threshold, otherwise return to step 2.
Since we are performing online clustering, one single data
point obtained may strongly change the state clustering and
the individual model for each cluster, especially when few data
points were collected in a state. To prevent the model from
oscillating with these changes, the M-step is damped using a
linear combination of new and old parameters.
The assumption of perfect observation can be realized
if the data is collected in a fully observable environment.
However, to handle subterranean navigation, it is necessary to
investigate model-based RL for partially observable systems.
In our current work, we focus on how to leverage the model
learned with full observation to enable autonomous navigation
with partial observable environment, as a separation between
model learning and stochastic planning.
B. Exploitation and exploration in state-clustering RL
Rmax [5] introduces bonus rewards, in addition to the
original reward function, to encourage the agent to explore
unknown states. A state is known if it has been visited
sufficiently many times, based on the Chernoff bound in
statistical learning. In this context, the agent is encouraged
to learn unknown clusters instead of learn new states. Since
the samples are taken from states, the Known indicator for
each state is the weighted sum on the confidence we have
that a state belongs to each cluster, using an entropy based
formula. Then, the policy update follows the Bellman update
equation, using the real reward proportional to what is known
from the state, and complementing the unknown portion with
the exploration bonus.

Fig. 3. Cumulative reward comparison between SC-Rmax and Rmax on a
16x16 grid with 5 possible outcomes. SC-Rmax learns the policy about three
times faster than Rmax.

Using such formulation, Gasoto and Fu [3] has shown a
significant reduction on the number of required samples to
learn the model and find the optimal policy of a MDP, when
compared with the Rmax algorithm [5]. Specifically, for a
16x16 grid with four actions and five outcomes, the number of
samples required to achieve similar precision on the transition
model was about three times smaller, as seen in Fig. 3.
IV. W ORK IN P ROGRESS : L EARNING TO OPTIMALLY
NAVIGATE WITH SIMULATION AND REAL - WORLD DATA
A. Robot policy learning
In order to test the framework, the soft robotic snake is
being modeled in a computer simulator which allows flexible
materials and inflatable chambers to be simulated. the use of
constraints that limit the chamber radial expansion allows the
chamber to expand only along the link axis, that combined
with the additional constraint that the center of the link can’t
stretch forces the link to bend just as the real link would,
as the superimposition of the simulated chamber over the
real one, under the same pressure shows on Fig. 4. The
next step then would be adding the constraints to link the
chambers together, joined by the rigid body that contains the
electronics that control the snake. A GPU is leveraged for great
scalability, letting multiple snakes to be simulated in the same
environment at the same time, achieving faster-than-realtime
data collection without compromising physics accuracy.
Since the initial training will be done in the simulation, it is
expected that the learned policy will have deviations from the
real-world, often referred to as reality gap [4]. The strategy
chosen to help solving the reality gap problem is to have
it trained on the simulation, and resume the training on a
real, controlled environment to let it adapt from simulation
to reality.
Since there’s not necessarily information about how many
terrain types we can find inside a cave a priori, another work in
progress is to define a parameter-less clustering which would
automatically expand or shrink the number of clusters in use
by the learning algorithm. In the future, we aim to implement

Fig. 4. Simulation of snake Link superimposed in real link under 8 psi of
pressure on right chamber.

a hierarchical Markov Decision Process with state-clustering
PAC RL, while simultaneously update the set of parameters
for continuous low-level motion primitives.
B. robot hardware
Currently the snake link has only two degrees of freedom,
which allows it to slither through by sliding sideways, and
using wheels to emulate the anisotropic friction required for
the movement. By adding a third degree of freedom on each
link, the gaits could be more advanced and would allow the
snake to be free of wheels. The next step in the robotic snake
then would be to add a sensor to recognize the environment
and measure its motion. Snakes in nature use their eyes
for sensing, and are able to move while keeping the head
looking straight to the desired direction. This sensor to be
included should be in a region of the body that has this same
characteristic of countering the oscillation of the remainder of
the body. This step is required for localization algorithms to
be implemented in the snake.
C. Future work
In this paper we presented some of the key elements
required in the framework to train learning-based autonomous
navigation for a soft robotic snake in uncertain environments.
We will investigate methods that enables learning with both
samples collected from the simulation environment and the
real world, for example, [1]. Also, the current snake robot has
been equipped with several motion primitives, which provide a
discrete action set. We are interested in developing hierarchical
planning with approximate optimal control to explore continuous input space rather than discretization-based approach and
in developing on-board localization system, with applications
to soft snake navigation and underground exploration.
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